
Welcome Attorney Truth Trooper
It is indeed refreshing and reassuring to know that members of the Bar 

are  among  those  devoted  to  the  restoration  of  the  rule  of  law  and  the 

resurrection of the Republic.  Your role in this effort is of great importance.

The Tax Honesty Community has been guided by pseudo-attorneys 

under designations like "paralegal", "lay attorney" or "lawyer (but not an attorney)". 

Since  they  are  not  bound  by  either  law  or  good  practice,  these  "lay 

attorneys" are often followed over qualified attorneys because can provide 

people who are usually in desperate straits with whatever answers they want 

to hear.  While most have good and even noble intentions, they have more 

often than not led their "clients" into harm's way.  The IRS and the federal 

government  and courts  that  back them up are  dangerous enough without 

being handicapped by a lack of qualified representation.

Thus, having qualified attorneys who have the benefit of not only the 

theory and principles of law but the practical aspects of the law, as well, is of 

critical, even vital, importance.

We are asking, of course, that you participate in the letter-writing and 

other aspects of the campaign, but we also need for you to provide additional 

services to the cause.

For example, we would appreciate your submitting the issues to law 

reviews in your state and would like for you to submit an article to your state 

bar  journal.   The  issues  and  authorities  are  clearly  set  out  in  the 

Memorandum In Support of Motion to Dismiss filed in the Tom Cryer case 

in  Shreveport,  Louisiana.   That  authoritative  and  compelling  Memo  is 

available for download at LieFreeZone.com.  

The memorandum alone may be sufficient  to spur a law review to 

issue an article on the subject.  Providing a condensed version of the memo 



to the bar journal as an article (e.g., "Is the Income Tax Constitutional As 

Applied") would be a simple task for an attorney.

Lawyers are also needed to provide information, guidance and advice 

to  T-Troopers  who are  in the process  of  planning and conducting FREE 

Seminars and demonstrations.

Other examples of legal support for the overall group would be:

 Responses to threats and intimidation by the IRS

 Demands and threats of litigation to papers or magazines refusing to run 

informational or FREE Seminar ads

 Legal advice to groups planning demonstrations or protest activities

 Defense of any demonstrator or seminar conductor arrested or charged, 

e.g., disturbing the peace, trespassing (which will not happen unless legal 

advice is disregarded)

 Attend  FREE  Seminars  to  answer  legal  questions  and  validate  the 

presentation.  

If  you are  able  to  persuade  any  law reviews  to  publish  an  article 

questioning the validity and scope of the income tax law, please report that 

success to us immediately (particularly if the law review article is favorable) 

at Legal@TruthAttack.org.  Such an event would be cause for a major PR 

distribution.

Likewise, if you are able to publish an article raising the issue in your 

state bar journal, that would be a major coup that we would be extremely 

interested in knowing about (Legal@TruthAttack.org).  We would certainly 

want our PR specialists to arrange for widespread distribution and attention 

for your article with the media and the same national distribution across the 

internet by our IT and Blogging experts.

Again, thank you for enlisting as a T-Trooper and for the additional 



contribution of your skill and knowledge as an attorney.  With your help we 

will prevail.


